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MYCOBACTERIUM ABSCESSUS INFECTION
FOLLOWING ‘BRAZILIAN BUTT LIFT’
AUTOLOGOUS FAT GRAFTING TO THE
BUTTOCKS
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Background: Mycobacterium abscessus complex is a group of rapidly growing
nontuberculous (atypical) mycobacteria, commonly found in soil and water, and increasingly
implicated in skin and soft tissue infections. Transmission can occur by direct contamination
via a surgical wound, and as M. abscessus is resistant to disinfectants, post-procedural
infection may follow surgery with contaminated instruments. Autologous fat grafting to the
buttocks is growing in popularity as a minimally invasive procedure, however there are
significant risks including infection and fat embolus. This case describes a patient who
developed a post-surgical infection with a rarely isolated subspecies of M. abscessus.

Observation: A 27-year-old female presented with an indurated and erythematous lump to
her right buttock, in the context of abdominal liposuction and autologous fat transfer
(“Brazilian Butt Lift”) to her bilateral buttocks at an external cosmetic clinic 12 weeks prior.
Imaging demonstrated a superficial collection and two deeper communicating collections,
with areas of fat and suspected fat necrosis within the gluteus maximus muscle. 
She was admitted to hospital for a trial of IV antibiotics, and after one week of no
improvement and increasing infection markers, proceeded to surgical incision and drainage.
Intra-operative samples cultured a rapidly growing mycobacteria, species M. abscessus
ssp. abscessus/bolletti. Subsequent multi-agent antibiotic therapy was complicated by renal
dysfunction, and she continued on a planned 4-6 month course of amikacin, linezolid, and
moxifloxacin.

Key message: M. abscessus infections can be multi-resistant and difficult to treat,
complicated by medication side effect profiles and duration of treatment. The sub-optimal
technique observed in this case, with fat injected throughout muscle tissue, also compounds
the problem of M. abscessus infection, as it would be impossible to surgically excise all
affected areas without causing considerable cosmetic deformity. The finding of a rarely
isolated subspecies highlights the need for stringent regulation of centres performing this
procedure.
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